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Doing Mathematics with Bicycle Gear Ratios

Sheryl L. Stump

icycle gear ratios furnish an interesting context
that allows students to explore connections among
the concepts of ratio, slope, rate of change, speed,
and function. In this activity, students use a bicycle
to investigate the relationship between the number
of pedal revolutions and the number of wheel revo-
lutions. They also use the speed of pedal revolution
and the gear ratio to predict the speed of the bicycle.

I have used this activity with several groups of
middle school and high school students. The activity
gives students an opportunity to work cooperatively
to investigate mathematical connections and to
communicate their mathematical ideas orally and
in writing. In addition, the students enjoy using
their bicycles to do mathematics. As presented
here, the activity is suitable for a first- or second-
year algebra class. It requires some knowledge of
graphing, slope, ratios, speed, and converting units
of measurement.

Bicycle engineers have developed a mechanism
that allows riders to change gears for more power
or more speed. This mechanism consists of chain-
rings that are attached to the pedals and cogs that
are attached to the rear wheel. The bicycle rider

changes gears by selecting different chainrings and
cogs. Figure 1 illustrates how the bicycle chain con-
nects the movement of the pedals and the wheels by
combining one chainring and one cog. 

In the language of bicycles, the terms gear, gear
ratio, and speed are used interchangeably. However,
the actual speed depends on many factors, including
the rate of pedal rotation, the weight of the bicycle,
wind force, surface friction, altitude, temperature,
and aerodynamics. To increase the actual speed
without pedaling faster, the rider must increase the
gear ratio. For example, a rider could switch from
the 42/27 gear ratio to the 52/27 gear ratio or from
the 42/27 gear ratio to the 42/19 gear ratio. The
numerator in each of these ratios represents the
number of teeth on the chainring, and the denomi-
nator represents the number of teeth on the cog.
The number of possible gear ratios, or speeds, is
determined by multiplying the number of chain-
rings by the number of cogs. A twelve-speed bicycle
has two chainrings and six cogs. A twenty-one-
speed bicycle has three chainrings and seven cogs.
Figures 2 and 3 show sample sets of chainrings
and cogs for a twelve-speed touring bicycle and a
twenty-one-speed mountain bicycle, respectively.

The relationship between the number of wheel
revolutions and the number of pedal revolutions is a
linear function because the number of wheel revolu-
tions is proportional to the number of pedal revo-
lutions. When graphed, the function for each gear
produces a line with a slope that differs from that
of the other gears. Because zero pedal revolutions
should produce zero wheel revolutions, each line
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should pass through the origin. In reality, though,
because of unavoidable error in the data-collection
process, the lines may or may not pass through the
origin. 

TEACHER’S GUIDE
This activity allows students to “discover” the lin-
ear relationship for various gears on a bicycle. Stu-
dents collect data for three different gears, plot the
data on graph paper, draw lines of best fit for the
data points, determine the slope of each line, inter-
pret the meaning of the slope, and form generaliza-
tions about the relationships among the slopes and
the various gears. They also investigate the rela-

tionship between gear ratio and the ratio of wheel
revolutions to pedal revolutions.

Materials: Activity sheets; a road or mountain
bicycle, with gears, for each group; a stopwatch or a
wristwatch with a second hand; strips of plastic cut
from a plastic shopping bag; a tape measure; graph
paper; and a calculator; a graphing calculator is
optional.

Procedure: The students work in groups of four
or five. They turn the bicycle upside down and tie a
plastic strip around the back wheel. See figure 4.
The plastic strip makes a crackling sound when it
passes through the bicycle frame near the brake
pads, and the students can then easily count the
number of revolutions of the back wheel. While one
student turns the pedal and counts the number of
turns, another student counts the number of wheel
revolutions. The number of pedal revolutions and
the number of wheel revolutions are counted over
fifteen-second intervals. The student turning the
pedals uses different turning rates for each fifteen-
second interval. Each group member is assigned
one or two specific jobs, as described on sheet 1.
Before beginning, each student should read and
understand his or her job description. 

SOLUTIONS
Sheets 1 and 2
The students first use their own words to describe
the bicycle experiment. In this experiment, the

This activity
allows 
students to
“discover”
the linear
relationship
for various
gears on a
bicycle

Fig. 4 
Turn the bicycle upside down, 

and tie a plastic strip around the back wheel.

Fig. 2
A set of chainrings and cogs for
a twelve-speed touring bicycle

Fig. 3
A set of chainrings and cogs for

a twenty-one-speed mountain bicycle
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independent variable, x, is the number of pedal rev-
olutions in fifteen seconds. The dependent variable,
y, is the number of wheel revolutions in fifteen sec-
onds. The teacher should observe that the groups
correctly understand what x and y represent. Fig-
ure 5 shows sample data collected using three dif-
ferent gears on a twelve-speed bicycle.

2. Lines of best fit may be visually estimated so
that each one passes as closely as possible
through the set of data points. An alternative
method is to use linear regression to compute
the slope and the y-intercept and to graph the
line. 

3. The following slopes were determined by using
linear regression on a graphing calculator. Stu-
dents can also estimate the slope of each line by
using the coordinates of two points on the line.

42/27 gear: m = 1.72
53/27 gear: m = 2.07
42/19 gear: m = 2.24

4. The y-intercepts for the three lines were deter-
mined by using linear regression. Alternatively,
students can estimate the y-intercepts by locat-
ing the point at which each line passes through
the y-axis.

42/27 gear: b = –3.02
53/27 gear: b = –0.14
42/19 gear: b = –0.10

5. The equations for the three lines were deter-
mined by using the slopes and y-intercepts.

42/27 gear: y = 1.72x – 3.02
53/27 gear: y = 2.07x – 0.14
42/19 gear: y = 2.24x + 0.10

6. The equations were rewritten using the names
of the variables instead of x and y.
42/27 gear:
Number of wheel revolutions

= 1.72 × number of pedal revolutions – 3.02
53/27 gear:
Number of wheel revolutions 

= 2.07 × number of pedal revolutions – 0.14
42/19 gear:
Number of wheel revolutions 

= 2.24 × number of pedal revolutions + 0.10

Sheet 4
1. Pedaling was easiest with the 42/27 gear and

hardest with the 42/19 gear. In other words, the
42/27 gear provided the least resistance and the
42/19 gear provided the most resistance. Thus,
the more resistance provided by the gear, the
greater the slope of the line.

2. The slope of each line represents the number of
additional wheel revolutions for each additional
pedal revolution. If the y-intercept is zero, the
slope represents the number of wheel revolu-
tions for each pedal revolution.

3. The y-intercept represents the number of wheel
revolutions resulting from zero pedal revolu-
tions. Ideally, the y-intercept should be zero,

The more
resistance

provided by
the gear, 

the greater
the slope 

of the line

Gear ratio: 42/27 Gear ratio: 52/27
x y x y

10 15 08 16
15 23 12 25
17 27 14 30
20 28 18 36
25 41 20 41
28 46 25 52

Gear ratio: 42/19
x y

Diameter of wheel:    27 inches   8.5 19
10 23
13 28
16 37
21 46
22 50

Fig. 5 
Data collected for three gear ratios on a twelve-speed bicycle

Gear Ratio: 42/27
Number 
of Wheel 
Revolutions 
in Fifteen 
Seconds

Number of Pedal Revolutions 
in Fifteen Seconds

Gear ratio: 52/27
Number 
of Wheel 
Revolutions 
in Fifteen 
Seconds

Number of Pedal Revolutions 
in Fifteen Seconds

Gear ratio: 42/19
Number 
of Wheel 
Revolutions 
in Fifteen 
Seconds

Number of Pedal Revolutions 
in Fifteen Seconds

Fig. 6 
Scatterplots and lines of best fit for 

the three gear ratios

Sheet 3
1. The scatterplots of the data for the three gears

appear in figure 6. The same scales were used
to plot all three graphs so that the slopes of the
three lines could easily be compared. 
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because in this experiment the rear wheel
should not move until the pedals are rotated. 

4. The equation of each line was used to calculate
the number of wheel revolutions resulting from
fifty pedal revolutions:
42/27 gear:

1.72 × 50 – 3.02 = 82.98
≈ 83 wheel revolutions

53/27 gear:
2.07 × 50 – 0.14 = 103.36

≈ 103 wheel revolutions
42/19 gear:

2.24 × 50 + 0.10 = 112.10
≈ 112 wheel revolutions

5. The decimal form of each gear ratio is computed
below.

42/27 gear: 42/27 ≈ 1.56
52/27 gear: 52/27 ≈ 1.93
42/19 gear: 42/19 ≈ 2.21

6. The slope of each line is a rough approximation
of the corresponding gear ratio.

7. The chart below uses the data for each gear
ratio to indicate the average number of pedal
revolutions, the average number of wheel revo-
lutions, and the ratio of these two values.

Rp Rw Rw /Rp

42/27 19.17 30 1.56
52/27 16.17 33.33 2.06
42/19 15.08 33.83 2.24

8. Each ratio Rw /Rp approximates the correspond-
ing gear ratio.

9. The ratio Rw /Rp represents the number of wheel
revolutions for each pedal revolution.

10. If the line of best fit is determined by visual
estimation, the ratio Rw /Rp will likely be a clos-
er approximation for the gear ratio. 

Sheet 5
1. The diameter of the wheel of the bicycle used

in this example is 27 inches. Thus, the circum-
ference of the wheel is 27π , or approximately
84.8, inches.

2. The following calculation was used to determine
the number of wheel revolutions required to
travel one mile:
1 wheel rev. 

×
12 inches 

×
5280 feet 

84.8̀ ‘æç˙÷ß `̀ 1̀ ƒøø†̀ ` `̀1̀ µ‘¬÷̀`

≈ 747 wheel revs.
``1̀ µ‘¬÷``

3. For each gear, the ratio Rw /Rp was inverted and
used to calculate the number of pedal revolu-
tions per minute required to maintain a steady
speed of fifteen miles per hour.

42/27 gear: 
1 pedal rev.    

×
747 wheel revs. 

×
15 miles 

×
1 hour 

1.56̀ «˙÷÷¬̀ ®÷›ß. ``` 1̀̀ µ‘¬÷̀ ``` 1̀̀ ˙ø“®̀ 60̀ µ‘æß.

≈ 120 pedal revs.
`̀ µ‘æ“†÷̀ `

52/27 gear: 
1 pedal rev.    

×
747 wheel revs. 

×
15 miles 

×
1 hour 

2.06̀ «˙÷÷¬̀ ®÷›ß. ``` 1̀̀ µ‘¬÷̀ ``` 1̀̀ ˙ø“®̀ 60̀ µ‘æß.

≈ 91 pedal revs.
`̀ µ‘æ“†÷̀ `

42/19 gear: 
1 pedal rev.    

×
747 wheel revs. 

×
15 miles 

×
1 hour 

2.24̀ «˙÷÷¬̀ ®÷›ß. ``` 1̀̀ µ‘¬÷̀ ``` 1̀̀ ˙ø“®̀ 60̀ µ‘æß.

≈ 83 pedal revs.
`̀ µ‘æ“†÷̀ `

4. The following calculation was used to determine
the distance that the bicycle would travel in
one minute in the 42/27 gear when pedaled at
eighty revolutions per minute:
80 pedal revs. 

×
1.56 wheel revs. 

×
84.8 inches 

`̀ 1̀ µ‘æ“†÷̀ ` `̀ 1̀ ‹÷fiå¬̀ ®÷›.̀ ` 1̀ «˙÷÷¬̀ ®÷›.

×
1 foot     

× 1 minute ≈ 882 feet12̀ ‘æç˙÷ß

The speed of the bicycle would be 
882 feet 1 minute feet
1̀ µ‘æ“†÷ × 60̀ ß÷çøæfiß ≈ 14.7 ß÷çøæfi

.

5. The following calculation was used to determine
the distance that the bicycle would travel in
one minute in the 42/19 gear when pedaled at
sixty revolutions per minute:
60 pedal revs. 

×
2.06 wheel revs. 

×
84.8 inches 

`̀ 1̀ µ‘æ“†÷̀ ` `̀ 1̀ ‹÷fiå¬̀ ®÷›.̀ ` 1̀ «˙÷÷¬̀ ®÷›.

×
1 foot     

× 1 minute ≈ 873 feet12̀ ‘æç˙÷ß

The speed of the bicycle would be
873 feet 1 minute feet
1̀ µ‘æ“†÷ × 60̀ ß÷çøæfiß ≈ 14.5 ß÷çøæfi

.

6. Answers may vary. Students may choose the
higher gear because fewer pedal revolutions per
minute are needed to travel at nearly the same
speed as in the lower gear.

RESOURCES
Brown, Sheldon. Harris Cyclery. Available at

www.sheldonbrown.com/harris/.
Editors of Bicycling and Mountain Bike magazines.

Bicycling Magazine’s Complete Guide to Bicycle
Maintenance and Repair: Including Road Bikes and
Mountain Bikes. Emmaus, Pa.: Rodale Press, 1994.

Zumerchik, John, ed. Encyclopedia of Sports Science.
New York: MacMillan, 1997.

The author would like to thank Andrew Janovsky
for his many helpful suggestions regarding the
bicycle activity and a draft of the manuscript. ¿

(Worksheets begin on page 766)



BICYCLE EXPERIMENT—PURPOSE, JOB DESCRIPTIONS, VARIABLES SHEET 1

Purpose of the experiment 
To explore the relationship between the number of pedal revolutions and the number of wheel rev-
olutions for various gears on a bicycle

Job descriptions
Gear-tooth counter. To designate each gear ratio, count the number of teeth on the pedal chain-
ring and on the rear cog, then write the ratio of these two numbers: pedal chainring/rear cog.

Timekeeper. Using a watch, signal the beginning and end of each fifteen-second interval of
data collection. 

Data recorder. Record the data on the data-collection sheet.
Pedal turner. For each gear, try turning the pedals at six different rates. Do not turn the pedals

so fast that counting is difficult. Count the number of revolutions in each fifteen-second interval.
After each trial, report your results to the data recorder.

Wheel-revolution counter. Tie a strip of plastic around the rear wheel so that it makes a crack-
ling noise when it passes through the brake pads. You may have to replace the strip if it pulls off
the wheel. While the pedal turner turns the pedals, count the number of revolutions of the back
wheel during each fifteen-second interval. After each trial, report your results to the data recorder.
Also, use the tape measure to determine the diameter of the wheel.

Bicycle rider. Turn the bicycle right side up. Ride the bicycle in each of the three gears used
for data collection, and describe how riding the bicycle in each of these gears feels.

Variables
The independent variable, x, is ________________________________________________________ .

The dependent variable, y, is __________________________________________________________ .
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BICYCLE EXPERIMENT—DATA COLLECTION SHEET 2

Collect data for three different gears.

Gear ratio: _____________________ Gear ratio: _____________________
x y x y

x
x
x
x
x
x

Gear ratio: _____________________
x y x y

x
x
x
x
x
x

Description of how riding the bicycle in each of the three gears feels:
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BICYCLE EXPERIMENT—GRAPH THE DATA; FIND THE SLOPE SHEET 3

(Continued on page 775)

1. Choose for the x-axis and the y-axis scales that will work for all three sets of data. Using the
same scales for all three graphs, graph each set of data on a separate sheet of graph paper.

2. After plotting your data on graph paper, draw a line of best fit through each set of data points.
Describe how you determined the lines of best fit. 

3. Find the slope of each line.
Slope for your first gear:  __________________________________________________________
Slope for your second gear:  _______________________________________________________
Slope for your third gear:  __________________________________________________________

4. Find the y-intercept of each line.
y-intercept for your first gear:  _______________________________________________________
y-intercept for your second gear:   ___________________________________________________
y-intercept for your third gear:  _______________________________________________________

5. Write the equation for each line of best fit.
Equation for your first gear: y =  __________  x +  __________    
Equation for your second gear: y =  __________  x +  __________    
Equation for your third gear: y =  __________  x +  __________    

6. Rewrite each equation, using the names of the variables instead of x and y.
Equation for your first gear: __________  =  __________  +  __________
Equation for your second gear: __________  =  __________  +  __________
Equation for your third gear: __________  =  __________  +  __________
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(Continued from page 768)

BICYCLE EXPERIMENT—INTERPRET THE DATA SHEET 4

11.Which of your three gears makes pedaling easier?  _____________________________________
Which gear makes pedaling harder?  __________________________________________________
How does this information correspond to the slopes of the three lines? 

12. In the context of the bicycle situation, what does the slope of each line represent?

13.What does the y-intercept of each line represent in the context of the bicycle situation? What
should be the value of the y-intercept?

14.Use your equations to predict how many times the wheel will revolve with fifty pedal 
revolutions. 
Your first gear:  _______         Your second gear:  _______         Your third gear:  _______

15.Compute the decimal forms of the ratios for your three gears.
Your first gear:  _______         Your second gear:  _______         Your third gear:  _______

16.What is the relationship between the slope of each line and the decimal form of the corre-
sponding gear ratio?

17.Use the data for your first gear to calculate the average number of pedal revolutions, Rp, and
the average number of wheel revolutions, Rw. Then calculate the decimal form of the ratio
Rw /Rp. Calculate Rp, Rw, and Rw /Rp for your other two gears. Complete the chart.

Rp Rw Rw /Rp

Your first gear
Your second gear 
Your third gear

18.What is the relationship between each ratio Rw /Rp and the decimal form of the corresponding
gear ratio?

19.What does the ratio Rw /Rp represent in the context of the bicycle situation? 

10. Is the slope of the line of best fit or the ratio Rw /Rp a better approximation for each gear ratio?
Why?
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BICYCLE EXPERIMENT—EXTENSIONS SHEET 5

1. Each revolution of the wheel causes the bicycle to travel along the ground a distance equal to
one circumference of the wheel. 
The diameter of the bicycle’s wheel is  _____________________________________________ .
Calculate the circumference of the wheel.  __________________________________________

2. How many wheel revolutions will be needed to travel one mile?  ____________________

3. In each gear, how fast, in pedal revolutions per minute, would you need to pedal to maintain a
steady speed of fifteen miles per hour? (Use the ratios Rw /Rp.)
Your first gear:  ____________________________________________________________
Your second gear:  _________________________________________________________
Your third gear:  ____________________________________________________________

4. If you pedal at a rate of eighty revolutions per minute in your lowest gear, how far will you travel
in one minute? What is your speed in feet per second? (Use the ratios Rw /Rp.)

5. If you pedal at a rate of sixty revolutions per minute in your highest gear, how far will you travel
in one minute? What is your speed in feet per second? (Use the ratios Rw /Rp.)

6. Which gear would you choose if you were racing? Why?
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